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Abstract 
The worst-case analysis of the approximation algorithm proposed by Palmer and the algorithm 
RAES (the best of algorithms proposed by Dannenbring) for m-machine permutation flow-shop 
problem are presented. The worst-case performance ratios equal approximately pn/$ for each of 
the algorithms are found. An evaluation of the worst-case performance ratio of Nawaz’s et al. 
algorithm N is shown. Proposed are a few modifications improving the speed of the algorithms 
RAES and N. 
Ke)words. Scheduling, heuristics, worst-case analysis 
1. Introduction 
The paper deals with the permutation flow-shop problem denoted as FlIC,,, using 
Graham notation. The problem is strongly NP-hard and therefore many approxima- 
tion algorithms were proposed to solve it. The most promising approaches are the 
algorithms proposed by Campbell et al. [2], Dannenbring [3], Palmer [13], R&k and 
Schmidt [14], Nawaz et al. [9] and Osman and Potts [ 121. The quality of all of the 
proposed algorithms used to be evaluated chiefly with the help of experimental 
analysis, see, e.g., papers by Sietiaputra [ 161 and Turner and Booth [17], whereas 
other analysis types, such as worst-case or probabilistic, were seldom practised. 
Gonzales and Sahni [.5] show that any algorithm producing a “busy schedule” has 
the worst-case performance ratio equal to m; an algorithm was also presented for 
a nonpermutation flow-shop problem with the worst-case performance ratio equal 
to [m/21. R&k and Schmidt in [14] proposed an approximation algorithm for 
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a permutation FlIC,,, problem and proved its worst-case performance ratio to equal 
[m/21. Barany in [l] suggested another approximation algorithm for this problem 
and evaluated its absolute error applying a certain vector sum theorem. Recently the 
authors, in [lo, 111, carried out the worst-case analysis for the Campbell et al. 
algorithm and for algorithm RA proposed by Dannenbring; a worst-case performance 
ratio equal to [m/21 for the former and equal approximately m/G for the latter 
algorithm were found. 
The presented paper provides the worst-case analysis of the approximation algo- 
rithm P proposed by Palmer and the best Dannenbring’s algorithm RAES having 
descendant improving procedure built-in. The obtained results may be extended to 
cover a broader class of approximation algorithms. An evaluation of the worst-case 
performance ratio of Nawaz’s algorithm N (the current champion) is presented as 
well. Proposed are a few modifications improving significantly the speed of the 
algorithms RAES and N. 
The permutation flow-shop problem can be formulated as follows. Each of IZ jobs 
from the job set J = { 1,2, . . , n} has to be processed on m machines 1,2, . . . , m in that 
order. Thus job j, j EJ, consists of a sequence of m operations; each of them 
corresponding to the processing of job j on machine i during an uninterrupted 
processing time pij 2 0.’ Machine i, i = 1, 2,. , m, can execute at most one job at 
a time, and it is assumed that each machine processes the jobs in the same order. The 
data n, m, Pij, i = 1,. . . , m, j E J, specify an instance Z of the problem. We represent the 
job processing order by the permutation TI on the set J, and we let II denote the set of 
all permutations on J. What we wish to find is the optimal processing order n* E II of 
the jobs minimizing the maximum completion time expressed by the well-known 
formula 
m jX 
CIn,, (7Z) = max C C Pin(i). (1) 
l=j,sj,s ~~~_cj,_,sj,=ni=l j=j,_, 
The sequence of integers 1 = u. 5 u1 I ... I U, = y1 that maximizes the right-hand 
side of formula (1) is denoted by u = (uo, ul, . , u,). Formally, rt and u depend on Z, 
which however has not been expressed explicitly. 
Now we briefly review the approximation algorithm P proposed by Palmer in [ 133 
and the algorithms RA, RACS, RAES proposed by Dannenbring in [3] for this 
problem. For the convenience of notation we assume in our paper that r = Lm/2]. 
The algorithm P generates a permutation ?I’ E ll by sequencing jobs in order of 
nondecreasing priority values Oj, where Coj = I;= 1 (m - 2i + l)p,j, j = 1,2, , n. The 
definition of wj can be converted to the form: 
Oj = ~ UiPij - f bipij, j-l,2 ,..., n, 
i=l i=m-r+ 1 
‘It is assumed that a zero processing time on a machine corresponds to a job performed by that machine 
within infinitesimal time. 
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where ai = m - 2i + 1, i = l,... ,r, bi=2i-m- 1, i=m-r+ l,..., m, which is 
more convenient for further considerations. Note that Ui and hi are fully symmetric, 
i.e., ai = b,_i+l, i = 1, . , r. 
The algorithm RA generates a permutation rcRA E I7 which is the optimal processing 
order for an auxiliary two-machine flow-shop problem F2IIC,,,, with processing 
times p:j, i = 1, 2, j = 1,. . , ~1, where p;j = I:= 1 (m - i + l)pij, p;j = Cy= 1 ipij, j = 1, 
2 , . . . , II. The problem F2IIC,,, can be solved using Johnson’s algorithm [7]; in this 
algorithm the jobs satisfying p;j I p;j should be arranged in order of nondecreasing 
P’~~, followed by the remaining jobs in order of nonincreasing pij. The algorithm 
RACS realized the well-known idea of improvements by interchanging adjacent jobs. 
The neighbours of the permutation ?I~* are defined as all new permutations that can 
be formed by the transposition of a single pair of adjacent jobs. Each of these n - 1 
neighbours is examined for possible improvement in the objective function value. The 
permutation rcRACS that yields the best improvement is the result of algorithm RACS. 
The algorithm RAES uses the best immediate neighbour to generate further neigh- 
bours and continue this process as long as improvements appear; let nRAES be the final 
obtained permutation. 
The worst-case performance ratio of an approximation algorithm A is defined as 
qA = min{y 2 1: C”(Z)/C*(Z) I y, for each instance Z}, where C*(Z) = Cmax(~*,Z), 
C”(Z) = Cmax(7cA,Z), [4]. In the sequel, to simplify notation argument Z will be 
omitted in C*(Z) and C”(Z). Let rcK denote the permutation on a set K, K s J. If 
J consists of k 2 1 subsets J1, . , Jk of identical jobs, then each job from the subset Jj 
will be indexed by j, j = 1, , k. In such a case the job processing order will be defined 
employing the symbol (rr,), that denotes the s-times concatenation of permutation 7cK, 
where Kg{l,..., k}. For example (2, 1)3 stands for a sequence (2,1,2,1,2,1) contain- 
ing three jobs from J2 and three jobs from J1. To simplify notation, index K in rcK will 
be omitted if K = J. 
2. Worst-case evaluation 
This section’s task is to derive an upper bound on qA, A E {P, RAES}. The analysis 
is divided into two cases: odd m and even m. 
First, we define two auxiliary functions 
r2 + Y 
so(t) = t + 2t 3 tET= {1,2 ,..., r}, (3) 
r2 - t 
CL(t) = t + 2t- teT= {1,2 ,..., r}. 
and denote yz = min {gZ(t): t E T}, where z E (0, e). Values gz, go* will be used in upper 
bounds on I?*. 
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Property. The function g_(t), t E T uttains its minimum ga = m/a + 0(1/m) at 
t = rtT1, z E(o,e), where 
The proof of the property is presented in Appendix A. 
From the description of algorithm RA we see that the permutation ?I~* can 
naturally be decomposed into two parts ?I~* = ~c~,*I$A,., where I’ = {j EJ: pij 5 pLj); 
either of the sets I’ and J - I’ may be empty. Similarly the permutation ?I’ can be 
decomposed into two parts np = ~y,,.rrT_,~~, where I” = {j EJ: Oj I 01. Observe that 
the inequality pii I p~j is equivalent to the inequality oj 2 0, j EJ. Hence I’ = I” = I. 
In [I l] it was proved that qRA I go* for odd m and qRA I g: + 1 - I/m for even m. 
That proof employs only the assumption about the permutation partition 
X RA = $*$A J I> whereas the assumptions to arrange jobs from I in order of nondec- 
reasing p;j and from J - I in order of nonincreasing p;j has not been made use of. In 
consequence, the following lemma is true. 
Lemma 2.1 (odd nz). ye’ I go*. 
For the reader’s convenience, the proof of the lemma is repeated in Appendix B. 
From the previous considerations we have gp 5 g: + 1 - l/m for even m. The 
following lemma yields a better upper bound on vp. 
Lemma 2.2 (even m). qp I gz + A, A = 1/(2(2rt;l - 1)) 
The proof of the lemma is presented in Appendix C. In the proof we also employ 
only the assumption about permutation partition ?I’ = $‘7-rJ’_,. Therefore, the evalu- 
ation vRA I g: + d is true as well. Hence and from the definitions of algorithms 
RACS, RAES the following lemma is true. 
Lemma 2.3. (i) qRAES I ylRACs I qRA I y,*, for odd m, 
(ii) yRAES I qRACS I qRA I g,* + A,for even m. 
Lemmas 2.1-2.3 yield an upper bound on qA which is approximately m/J2. It is 
easy to show the examples for which CA/C* z m/2, A E {P, RAES}. Such an example 
for algorithm RAES has been constructed in [lo]. Unfortunately algorithm P yields 
an optimal solution for this example. However, there exists a simple example for 
which C’/C* = Lm/2]. The example consists of r subsets JI, ,J, of identical jobs 
with cardinalities a,, . . , a,., respectively. Job processing times in subset Jj are equal to 
pjj = l/aj on machine j and zero on other machines, j = 1, . . , r. It can be verified that 
Wj = 1 for all the jobs. Therefore 7~’ may have the following form ?I’ = ( l)a, (2),, (r)+ 
and Cp = r. The optimal processing order is 7c* = (r),r . . . (2),,(l),,, C* = 1 and 
Cp/C* = r = Lm/2]. In the next sections the tight lower bounds on qA, A E {P, RAES] 
will be derived. 
3. Palmer’s algorithm 
We have constructed an example for which the Cp/C* ratio is not less than go* and 
gz for odd m and even m, respectively. The construction consists of three steps: 
auxiliary construction, auxiliary example and proper example. The main idea of the 
example is to design jobs such that oj = 0 for all of them. Two groups ofjobs with the 
same cardinality will be constructed; the jobs from the second group are “fully 
symmetric” to the jobs from the first group. Each job from the first group has exactly 
one nonzero processing time on machines 1, . , r and at most two nonzero (relatively 
small) processing times on machines m - r + 1, . , m. Job processing times satisfying 
the above properties are determined using the auxiliary construction. The proper 
example is obtained from the auxiliary example by multiplying cardinalities of the 
jobs. 
Auxiliary construction. Consider two equal length segments A and B, 1 Al = IBI = 
(m - r)r = V; note that V = ~~=,ui = ~~=m_r+lbi. Segment A has been divided, 
starting from its left end, into r small segments of lengths a,, a,_, , . . . ,al, indexed 
consecutively by r, r - 1, . . . , 1. Similarly, segment B has been divided into r segments 
oflengths b,, b,_l ,..., b,_,+l, indexed by m, m - 1, . , m - r + 1, see Fig. 1. Next, 
the two segments A and B have been divided into halves. A -, A+, B-, B+ denote left 
and right halves of segment A and B, respectively. Let u, 1 I 2: I r, denote the 
smallest-indexed segment whose nonzero part is included in A-, i.e., 
v=min s21: 
i 
i 
i=s+l 
ui<iV 
1 
By simple calculations it can be found that 
v = Li(rn - J&EjTF)] + 1. 
Observe that segments r, r - 1, . , u + 1 are included in A - as a whole, while segment 
u not necessarily. Let E, 0 < E I 1, denote the fraction of segment v contained in A-. 
Hence 
iv- CTElz+lui 
EI 
= (m - r)r - 2(m - r - v)(r - v) 
a,. 2(m - 2c + 1) 
(5) 
By the symmetry of ai and bi, Bf contains the whole segments m - r + 1, . . . , m - u 
and the part E of segment m - u + 1. Note that for m = 2,3 no segments are included 
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in A as a whole, i.e., v = r and E = f < 1; the same is true of Bf as well. The segments 
Y, . . ..u + 1, a-part of segment v of A-, the segments m - r + 1, . . . . 
I WJ. We have wi = ai,i = r,r - l,..., u + 1, W, = Ea,, 
and w,,-~+~ = y, i = r, r - 1, . . . . v. 
Now, we project segments W,, Wr_l, . . , WC,,, onto B- (see Fig. 1) and segments 
W*- r+l ,..., Wm_,,+l onto A+. It is quite obvious that the longest segment projected 
from A - (it can be W,, 1 or W,,) is not longer than any segment m, m - 1, . . . , 
m - v + 1 onto which it has been projected. The same is true of the segments 
projected from B+. Then, for every Wi, i = r, r - 1,. , v, exactly one of the following 
two cases must hold: 
(a) The projection of W is contained in a segment on BP (denote this segment by 
k(i)) and occupies the part of this segment equal to Wi/bk(i)r Wi/bk(i, I 1. 
(b) The projection of Wi is contained in two adjacent segments k(i) + 1, k(i) on B- 
and occupies the parts of these segments equal to Wi/bk(i)+ 1 and Wl’/bk(i), respectively, 
where wi + wi’ = y, wi, wi’ > 0. Note that we also have wl/b,ci,+l + wi’/bkCi, < 
wi/min{bk(i)+1,bk(i)} I 1. 
By symmetry, replacing in the above description symbols B-, bkti). bk(i,+ 1 by A+, uktiJ, 
Uk,i)+l, we obtain two similar cases for every Wi, i = m - Y + I,...,m - u + 1. 
Example 3.1 (auxiliary example). The main idea of the example is based on the 
auxiliary construction presented above. Every segment 1, 2, . . . ,r, m - r + 1, . . ,m is 
associated with a machine possessing the same index. Every projected segment Wi, 
1 = c’, . ..) r, m - r + 1, ,m - v + 1 is associated with one job. In the case of odd m, 
one more job should be added; this job has its processing time on machine r + 1 equal 
to 1 and zero on other machines and can be associated with the empty segment 
W,,_, so that w,_, = 0. Thus, the example consists of n jobs where n = 2(r - v + 1) if 
~__~~~~~_~~~~~~~______~___~~_-_ri 
i_______-“‘“----- OS\/ ----___--________-_I 
I 
I 
A- a AC 
I 
I I I / I , I rr-i 
A w--__----_&----- vt” ” i “-’ 
:=jjy+:, 
7__---_---_,-&+ 
B i-L+ _j*j-r ,_I+ 2 m_v+,’ ,_J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __$, 
I I , II I I 1 
m-r+:! 
I I 
I ,,r-y ~C,+ 1 
I 1 I 
I B- _I&bd 
I I I 6+ L I 
Fig. 1. Auxiliary construction; segment A is divided into segments of length a,, , a, indexed by r, , 1; 
segment B is divided into segments of length h,, , !I,-,+ , indexed by m ,.._, m-r+ 1; ai=h,_;+,, 
i = 1. ,r. Segments IV,., _.. , IV,, IV,_,+ 1. . . . . W,,_,.+, are drawn using ( = ) line. 
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m is even and n = 2(r - u + 1) + 1 if m is odd. Using the definition of r, we have 
n = m - 2v + 2. Assume that job j is associated with W,,_O+2_j, j = 1, . . ..n. Define 
c=r-v+1,d=m-r-u+2.Thend=c+m+1-2randd=c+1foreven 
m and d = c + 2 for odd m. Jobs 1, . , c are associated with segments 
W,- v+r,..., WmPr+l while jobs d, , n are associated with segments W,, . . . , W,. 
For the job associated with Wi, the processing times depend on cases (a) and (b) 
from the auxiliary construction and are defined as follows (see Fig. 3 if i E { IJ, . . . , r} or 
Fig.2ifiE{m-v+ l,...,m-r+ I}): 
(i) the processing time on machine i is equal to wi/ai if i E {u, . . . ,r) (or wi/bj if 
iE{m - 0 + l,...,m - r + l}), 
(ii) in case (a), the processing time on machine k(i) is equal to Wi/b,(i, if i E {u, . , r} 
(or wi/ukCit if i ~{rn - 1) + l,...,m - r + l}); in case (b), the processing times on 
machines k(i) + 1 and k(i) equal wf/bkCi,+rr Wi’/bk(i) if i E {U, ,r} (or WI/Uk(i)+1, 
Wl’/Uk(i,ifiE{m-V+l,...,m-r+ l}), 
(iii) the processing times on other machines equal zero. 
Thus, we have defined the processing times on all machines pij, i = 1, . . . , m, 
j=l , ..‘, n of Example 3.1. The illustrative example obtained in this way is shown in 
Table 1. Note, that 
Pm~v+2-j,jTE, jE(l,n), Pm-p+z-j,j = 1, j = 2 ,..., n - 1. (6) 
From Figs. 2, 3 and from equation W; + wi’ = Wi, we conclude that 
C Qi,Dij- 1 bipij=O, ,j= l,..., ?I. 
i=l i=m-rfl 
w” w’ 
(b) p 
J 
= (0, ,o,A A-,0, 
'k(r) "k(c)'i 
!O, ,0&o,. ,O) 
i 
Fig. 2. Vector pi = (plj, ,pm,) of the processmg times of the job j = m - 1’ + 2 - i associated with the 
segmentWi,i=m-r+l,m-~+22,...,m-a+1;u,~h,=1ifi~{~-r+l,...,~-~}andw,/h,=~if 
i = 111 ~ r + 1. 
w 
(a) p,:(O, ,Oj>,O, 10, lo,+ 
k(L) ’ 
0 ,o,. ,O) 
w:’ w’ 
(bl p, = ( 0, ~o~;,o~. ,o,. ,o, c, 0, b’b ,O) 
L k(L) k(r) *i 
Fig. 3. Vector pj = (p, j,. , p,,) of the processing times of the job j = m - c’ + 2 - i associated with the 
segment W,, i = D, D + I, ,r; w,,‘a, = 1 if i E (G + 1, . . . . r) and wJai = F. if i = L’. 
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Table 1 
Job processing time for Example 3.1; WI = 9, n = 7, u = 2, 72 = (1.. , 7). 
Cm,,@) = 3. Picking S. s 2 I,jobs of each type j,j = I. ,7, we obtain 
J-?’ = (7),(6),...(l), and C’/C* -+ 6i 
Jobs 
Machines 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 
Since every machine i corresponds to the segment i, then from the auxiliary construc- 
tion, we have c’!= lpij = 1, i = 1, . . . , m. Moreover, we obtain xi= lpij I 1, j = 1, . . . ,c, 
c;=,_ r+lPijI 1, j=d,..., n. Thus, the schedule for the job processing order 
i? = (1, . , n) can be presented in the way shown in Fig. 4, and C,,,(?c) I 3. 
Example 3.2 (proper example). The second example is obtained from the first one. In 
this example each job j is replaced by s, s 2 1, identical jobs (jobs ofj-type) with the 
same processing times. As to the job processing order rc” = (%)s = f 1,2, . . . , n), one can 
verify that Cmax(rcO) I s + 2 (see also Fig. 4). Now we apply algorithm P to 
this example. From (2) and (7) we have Cuj = 0 for all j. Then algorithm P can 
provide the permutation rep = (n),(n - l), . . . (2),(l),. Subsequently, we have 
CP 2 SoI&, + Pvil.,,-I + '.. + Pm-c.2 + Pm-v+1.1 )=.s(a+n-2+f)andCP/C*> 
~(26 + n - 2)/(s + 2) which tends to n - 2 + 2~ ifs + cc . From the definition of a and 
n, we obtain, 
n _ 2 + 2E = m _ 2u + (m - r)r - 2(m - r - u)(r - 0) 
m--a+ 1 
Next, applying the definition of v and an obvious equality [xl = - L - x J, we have 
C’/C* 2 gO( r t,* 1) for odd m and C’/C* 2 ge( r t,* 1) for even m. 
The following theorem summarizes the results obtained for algorithm P. 
Theorem 3.3. (i) qp = go* .for odd m, 
(ii) g: 5 qp < ge* + A ,for even m. 
29 
r- 2 
P-i 
P 
(m-r) r - - c-+ I - --3 
L-_--_-A 
m-r,, 
In- r+2 
m-r+3 pq 
m-i 
m 
Fig. 4. Gantt chart for job processing order ic for Example 3.1; c = r - r + 1, d = c + m + 1 - 2r: 
d = c + 1 for even m and d = c + 2 for odd WI. 
4. Further results for Palmer’s algorithm 
Theorem 3.3 yields tight worst-case performance ratio qp in the case of odd m. For 
even m, the absolute error of ‘1’ equals A and is 0( l/m). The relative error of yp equals 
d/g: and is 0(l/m2). Unfortunately, for a small m there appears to be relatively high 
error (up to 50%). In this section we show several examples with Cp/C* > g,*, in order 
to tighten our evaluation of qp. 
Example 4.1 (m = 2). We define n = s + 1, pI1 = 1, p21 = 1 + 6, pli = 0, p2j = 6, 
j=2 , _..,n, where 6 = l/s and s is an integer. One can verify that permutation 
TI* = (n, n - 1, . . , 1) is optimal and Cmax(rr*) = 2 + 6. Applying algorithm P, we have 
wj = - 6 for any j. Then, algorithm P can provide the permutation 7~’ in the form 
rep = (1,2, . . . , n) and Cmax(~P) = 3 + 6. This implies that the Cp/C* ratio is equal to 
(3 + 6)/(2 + 6) which tends to 3/2 ifs --r cc 
Example 4.2 (m = 4). A job set consists of five job subsets J1, .,. , J5 with cardinali- 
ties n I,..., n5, respectively. The jobs within each subset are identical. The job process- 
ing times and the cardinalities are given in Table 2, where s is an integer. It can 
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Table 2 
Job processing times for Example 4.2; 6 = ljs 
Subset 
Machine 1 2 3 4 5 
1 
2 36 -P 2 
3 2 + Cs2 dZ P 
4 6 P/3 
Hi s I 2s2 s= 12s2 + 3 
Table 3 
Lower I, q’ and upper e bounds on qp evaluation; 7 = y:, 7’ is picked from 
Examples 4.1, 4.2 and their extensions, 6 = q: + A 
2 1 1: 1: 0.0 0 
4 2: 2+ 2d 0.0333 - 1.1.10-* 
6 4f 4b 4’ 0.0778 - 1.8.10-’ 
8 5: 5% 5; 0.0798 - 1.4.10-2 
2 10 2 0.0714” I 1.1~10~2” 
“The values are obtained using q instead of q’ 
be verified that Oj = - 6’ for any j. Therefore ?I’ may have the form 
7~’ = (1),,(2),2(3),,(4),,(5),,. Hence, we obtain Cp = 14 + 26’ - 6. The optimal pro- 
cessing order is 71 * = (5),,(3),,(2),,(1,(4),),. Clearly C* = 5 + d2. Thus, the Cp/C* ratio 
is equal to (14 + 2d2 - 6)/(5 + d2) which tends to 24 if s + co. Note that Cp/C* 
exceeds the 2f value already for s > 2. 
Extending the idea from Example 4.2, two new examples for nz = 6, 8 have been 
obtained. The final results are summarized in Table 3. Note that the highest relative 
error of ye’ evaluation is less than 1.8%. 
5. Dannenbring’s algorithms 
We have constructed an example for which C RAEs/C* is not less than g,* and g: for 
odd m and even m, respectively. Let us assume m > 2. 
Example 5.1. The example is obtained from Example 3.2 by job splitting. In this 
example each jobj is replaced by nj identical jobs (jobs ofj-type) with their processing 
times equal liij = pij/nj, i = 1, 2, . ,m, j = 1, 2, . . . ,n. Thus, we have snj jobs of each 
type j, and the total number of jobs is equal to SC;= 1 aj. The cardinalities ~1~). , n, 
are chosen in such a way that the conditions (i) $m_a+Z_j,j = kj~,-.+1-j,j+l and 
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(ii) Aj/nj 2 Aj+ l/Hj+ 1 are satisfied for j = 1, . . , n - 1, where kj is an integer and 
Aj = C~=,(m - i + l)pij, j = 1, ... , n. Let hil and N be the smallest integers so that 
E = M/N (see Example 3.1 for E definition). We define n, = 1, n, = rA,/(A,N)lN, 
nj+l = rAj+l/AjlfZj, j = 2, . . , n - 2, n, = [A,/(& 1 M) lhlnn_ 1. Applying the in- 
equality x I [xl and (6), it is observable that the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied for 
kl = rA,/(A, N) JM, kj = rAj+ ,/Ajl,j = 2,. . . , n - 2, k,- 1 = rA,/(A,- lM) IN. In the 
example from Table 1, we have E = 2/3, M = 2, N = 3; the cardinalities nl, . . . , n, are 
equal to 1, 3, 3, 3, 6, 12, 24, and the values kl, . . . , k,_ 1 are equal to 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 
respectively. Observe that the job splitting does not change the appearance of Fig. 4. It 
means that the schedule for the job processing order 5 = (l),, (2),, . . . @I),,~ is the same 
as in Fig. 4. Hence, C,,,(77) I 3. As to the job processing order 7t” = (71),, one can 
verify that C,_(X’) I s + 2. Now we apply the algorithm RAES to this example 
starting from finding the permutation ?I~*. From condition (7) we have 
I:= l(m - i + l)pij = cy= Ii$ij, j = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, from (ii) we have 
$h’.Ye.Y(~R;i+ l)~ij=Ajjnj>Aj+l/nj+,=C~=,(m--+ l)fiij+r, j= l,...,n- 1. 
may have the form ?I~* = 
Section 3, we have CRA/C* 2 gz, 
(n),,n(n - l)sn,_, . . . (l)sn,. As it was shown in 
z E {o, e). Let us consider a transposition of the 
adjacent jobs in the permutation ?I~*. The interchanging of the adjacent jobs within 
the subsequence containing uniform type jobs does not bring about any improve- 
ments. Thus, consider the transposition of the adjacent jobs on a border of subsequen- 
ces (j + lk,, , and (j)snj, j = 1, . . . , n - 1, see Fig. 5. Observe that the processing time of 
a j + l-type job on machine m - 1) + 1 - j is exactly kj times less than the processing 
time of a j-type job on machine m - u + 2 -j. Moreover the processing times of 
j-type jobs on machines other than m - u f 2 -j have no influence on the improve- 
ment result. This means that after ~~~~ kj transpositions we obtain the situation in 
I I I , 
r”-“+2- J j II J I J 
&---- - 
k.; 
1 m-V*t-j,j+t 
Fig. 5. An application of the interchanging procedure to Example 5.1. Starting from the transposition of 
two adjacent jobs on the border of subsequences ( j + l),,,+ I and (j),, (see case (a)), we obtain, after k, 
transpositions the situation (b) in which no further improvements can be made. 
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which no further improvements can be made, see Fig. 5(b). The value by which CR* 
has decreased equals CyI:kjfi,-,+l-j,j+r = Z;l:jjm-i>+Z-j,j = Cyl:Pm-t>+2-j,j/nj = 
F + x7: I/nj I n - 1 and does not depend on s. Therefore, the result of the CRAES/C* 
evaluation for s -+ a is the same as for CRAIG*. 
The following theorem summarizes the obtained results. 
Theorem 5.2. (i) qRAES = ~~RACS = qRA = gzf& odd m. 
(ii) g,* < ylRAEs I ylRACs I qRA I g,* + d jar even m. 
6. Nawaz’s algorithm 
All the analysed polynomial time heuristics P, RA, RACS, RAES, Campbell’s 
algorithm [2] and Rock’s algorithm [14] have been shown to have vA 2 [m/21 (see 
also [lo, 111). The same result can be obtained for the whole class of priority 
algorithms with the job priority values Oj = ~~=lj:ipij, j = 1, . . . ,n, where yi are any 
weights (the proof employs idea of the example from the end of Section 2). The result 
can be extented to cover another class of algorithms based on auxiliary two-machine 
flow-shop problems with job processing times p;j = Cy= ,;‘jpij, p;j = Cy= ,~~‘pij, 
where ?I, $’ are any weights. It seems to be that only Nawaz’s algorithm, due to 
Nawaz, Enscore Jr and Ham, [9], may have qN less than [m/21, since it represents 
quite a different approach. 
The algorithm N consists of two steps. At the first step the priority list TL’ E ll is 
formed by sequencing jobs in order of a nonincreasing sum of processing times 
Sj = Cy= lpij, j = 1, , n. At the second step a sequence of permutations xl,, 
X12, .. ..XI. is found, where Ij = (~‘(1) rc’(2) ,... ,n’(j)}, j = 1. . . . ,n - 1; the permuta- 
tion rtIn = rc5 is the permutation rrN generated by algorithm N. In the jth iteration, 
j = l,..., n - 1, the job rr’(j + 1) is inserted before the job rrI1( 1) and immediately after 
the jobs n,,(k), k = 1,. . , j, producing j + 1 new permutations on the set Zj+ 1. For 
every such a permutation the maximum completion time is calculated; the permuta- 
tion which yields the minimum from these maximum completion times is denoted as 
XI 
‘kbw we construct an example for which CNIC* = l/4 + Jm/2+1/16, where 
m = (s + l)(s + 2)/2 and s is an integer. 
Example 6.1. The example consists of s + 1 sections of job subsets indexed consecut- 
ively by 0, 1, . . . , s, see Table 4(a). Section zero contains one job subset Jr such that 
lJll = 1, pll =2. Section j, j= l,..., s, containsj+ 1 job subsets Jk,+r )...) Jk,+j+l 
with cardinality j each, and the job subset J k, + j+ Z with cardinality j(j + l), where 
kj = 1 + c:i: (i + 2) = ( j2 + 3j - 2)/2. The jobs within each subset are identical. The 
jobs from the subsets of section j (j-section jobs) have nonzero processing times only 
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Table 4 
Job processing times for Example 6.1 ordered accordingly to # (case (a)) and to X* (case (b)); s = 3, m = 10, 
n = 41, P/C* = 5/2 
(4 (b) 
i Section Section 
3 2 1 0 3 1 1 0 
___- ~- 
Subset Subset 
13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 9 10 11 13 10 11 12 5 6 8 6 7 2 4 3 1 
___- ~- 
I 2 2 
2 t 1 t 1 
3 4 1 1 t 
4 ; f ; t 
5 d f f x- t 
6 t t f t 
7 AZ5 h 3 
8 h f 
! 
3 i-:- 5 
9 A ; :- A ; 
10 & f f h 
12 3 3 3 3 6 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 12 1 2 3 2 1 6 1 2 1 2 1 1 
Cardinality Cardinality 
on certain machines from the set (mj + l,...,??tj +j + l}, where 
mj = Ifi: (i + 1) = j(j + 1)/2. The job processing times of the subsets JkJ+i, i = 1, . . , 
j + 1, are equal to Pm,+j+2-i.k,+i = l/j. The job processing times of the subset 
Jk,+j+z are equal to Pm,+i,k,+j+Z = l/(j(j + 1)) i = 1, , j + 1. All the remaining 
(undefined above) processing times are equal to zero. The total numbers of jobs and 
machines are equal to n = 1 + c5_,2j(j + 1) = 1 + 2s(s + l)(s + 2)/3 and 
m = m, + s + 1 = (s + l)(s + 2)/2, respectively. 
Now apply algorithm N to this example. The sum ofjob processing times for any of 
thej-section jobs is equal to l/j, j = 1, . . . , s; the zero-section job has the sum equal to 
2. Therefore rr’ may have the following form rc’ = gOcl . . crs, where (TV = (l)r, 
nj = (kj + l)j(kj + 2)j . . . (kj + j + l)j(kj + j + 2)j(j+i,, j = 1, . . ..s. Assume that in 
the case of equal maximum completion times, the job is placed in the first possible 
position. Scheduling the zero-section job we obtain C Max = 2. Next jobs from the 
subsets J2, J3, J4 of section 1 are being scheduled. Since C,,,((3),(2),a,) = Cmax(~O) 
then jobs from the sets J2, J3 can be scheduled in order (3),(2), even though 
C,,,((2),(3),) = 1 < 2 = C,,,((3),(2),), see Table 4(a). In consequence, the algorithm 
generates the sequence N 01 uo, where 6 = (4)2(3)1(2)1, for which 
Cmax(~?~O) = 1 + Cmax(flO) = 1 + 2. By repeating this approach s times, we obtain the 
permutation ?I~ in the form rrN = a.: aToo, where cr = (kj + j + 2)j(j+ 1) 
(kj + j + l)j . . . (kj + 2) j(kj + l)j, j = 1, . . . , s and CN = s + 2. The optimal processing 
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order is X* = 0: . . . a:oo, where 07 = (kj + l)j(kj + 2)j-1 . ..(kj +j)i (kj + j + 2)j(j+i, 
(kj + 2)i . (kj + j)j_ 1 (kj + j + l)j, j = 1,. . , S, see Table 4(b). Then C* = 2 and 
cN/c* = (s + 2)/2 = l/4 + &in. 
It is possible to construct examples for any m (without the restriction m = (s + 1) 
(s + 2)/2) for which CN/C* z Jm/2, as well. In our investigations we proved that 
qN I (m + 1)/2. Then we have initial rough evaluation J;n/2 I qN < (m + 1)/2. How- 
ever we believe that qN z Jm/2; proof of this fact is open. 
In f.trther research, we found that algorithm N is highly sensitive to the permuta- 
tion 7~‘. Consider the N’ version of algorithm N, assuming that rc’ is obtained by 
sequencing jobs in order of nondecreasing Sj. For this algorithm we have constructed 
an example for which CN’/C* 2 [m/21. In another version N” of algorithm N that we 
examined, we assume that in thejth iteration the job rr’(j + 1) is inserted only before 
the first job and immediately after the last job in permutation nl,, j = 1, . . . , II - 1. 
Unfortunately an example for which CN”/C* > [m/21 has also been constructed. 
7. Implementation remarks 
We proposed a modification of algorithms RACS, RAES and N applying a critical 
path concept and job blocks introduced in [6]. The set Pi = {rc( j): Ui_ 1 5 j < ui) is 
called a block in rt on machine i, i = 1, . . . , m. Internal blocks are defined as follows 
Qi = Pi - {I>, Qi = Pi - {X(tli-i), r(ui)}, i = 2, . . ..m - 1, Qm = P, - {n(~,,-I)}. 
In [6] it has been proved that an alternation of the job processing order within any block 
does not cause any improvement of the maximum completion time. Therefore, instead of 
II - 1 neighbours examined in algorithm RACS, it is enough to consider at most 2(m - 1) 
neighbours obtained by transposition pairs of adjacent jobs n(ui - l), n(uJ and n(ui), 
X(Ui + I), i = 1, . . . ,m - 1. The sequence u can be found in O(m + n) time. Thus, the 
modification (n - 1)/(2(m - 1)) times reduces the computational complexity of algo- 
rithm RACS; this is highly important if n $ m. The same note refers to algorithm RAES. 
Let cr be the permutation in the jth iteration of algorithm N obtained by the 
insertion ofjob rr’( j + 1) immediately after job n,,(k), for some k (or before job zl,(l)). 
Let u’ denote the sequence u for c. If the job rc’( j + 1) belongs to an internal block in 
G then the next insertion should be processed no sooner than after the last job of this 
block, i.e., after the job a($), where k’ is the machine associated with this block; if 
k’ = m then no further insertions need to be processed. Otherwise, if the job rr’(j + 1) 
does not belong to any internal blocks, then the subsequent insertion is processed 
traditionally. The computational test indicates that the modification may significantly 
reduce the number of insertions examined at each iteration j, j = 1, . . , n - 1. 
8. Conclusions 
Approximation algorithms for the permutation flow-shop problem can solve the 
nonpermutation flow-shop problem as well. Since in the analysis of the performance 
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of algorithms P, RA, RACS, RAES, only the job-based and the machine-based bounds 
were applied, Theorems 3.3 and 5.2 remain valid with respect to nonpermutation 
problem. Similarly, the upper bound on qN and the lower bound on qN (see Example 
6.1) remain also valid for the nonpermutation case. Recently Shmoys et al. in [15] 
have provided a polynomial-time approximation algorithm which finds an overall 
(nonpermutation) schedule of length O(log’ m)C,*, where C;t is the maximum comple- 
tion time for the optimal overall schedule. This is the first polylogarithmic perfor- 
mance guarantee for an approximation algorithm for flow-shop scheduling. Unfortu- 
nately, a coefficient standing before log* m is significantly greater than 4. Assuming 
this coefficient as 4 we have 4log’ m I m/2 just only for m 2 722. Furthermore, the 
algorithm while is polynomial-time, is rather inefficient. Then, the result from [15] is 
only of theoretical importance at present. 
From the worst-case point of view the following conclusions can be drawn: 
~ Campbell’s algorithm C and Rock’s algorithm R are better (qc = qR = rm/:!l) 
than algorithms RAES, P (nA z m/4, A E { RAES, Pj); surprisingly, a relatively 
simple algorithm R (based on one auxiliary two-machine problem) is better than 
algorithm RAES having a complex improving procedure built-in. 
~ Algorithms P, RA, RACS, RAES are as good as the following simple algorithm P’: 
set ?I” = x17r-I, where x1, 7c_I are any permutations on sets 1 = (j: Wj I Oj and 
J - I, respectively. 
~ The interchanging procedures do not bring about any improvements; the worst- 
case performance ratio for algorithm RA is the same as for algorithms RACS and 
RAES. 
- Nawaz’s algorithm seems to be the best approximation algorithm for permutation 
problem Fl/C,,, (algorithm N is the only one known in the literature for which, so far, 
an example satisfying the inequality CN/C* 2 [m/2] has not been constructed); this 
conclusion has been confirmed by an experimental analysis [ 171. 
In view of the presented analysis and the results of [lo, 11,143 we conclude that the 
heuristics regarded in the literature as the “most promising” (excluding algorithm N) 
have the worst-case performance ratio not less than [m/21. Moreover, it is also true 
for the whole class of priority heuristics and for the class of heuristics based on two- 
machine problems. However, we hope that the presented worst-case examples will be 
helpful1 in designing heuristics with better performance. 
The results leave the following questions open: If Nawaz’s algorithm has worst-case 
performance ratio qN Z J/ m 2, does there exist a polynomial approximation algo- 
rithm for the permutation flow-shop problem with a finite worst-case performance 
ratio when m -+ a ? 
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Appendix A: Proof of the property 
It will be proved that g,(t), t E T attains minimum in rt$l. Since 
o<t;=; J2yzt_2y+l-l 
( 1 ( 
<; J--l 
> 
=r 
1 
then rt:l E T. From definiton (3) and equation t,* (to* + 1) = ?B(P + l), we obtain 
Let t E T. If [to* 1 < t I r then, using inequality rxl 2 x, we have 
trt;l 2 (rt;l+ l)rt:l 2 (t,* + l)t,*. Otherwise, if 1 I t < [to*] then, employing in- 
equality [xl I x + 1, we have trtzl I ([to*1 - l)rtzl I t,*(t,* + 1). Hence and from 
(Al) we obtain go(t) 2 gJrt:l), t E T which completes the proof of this part. 
Similarly, using equality (2tf - 1)(2t,* + 1) = 2r2 - 1 and 
at) - ~o:i~ = [(2t - 1)(2rt:l- 1) - (2t: - i)(2t: + i)l(t -rte*l) 
(2t - 1)(2rtq - 1) 
3 
it can be proved that g&) attains minimum in r tzl. 
Let c, be the value for which the function gz(x) attains a minimum over the 
continuous interval [ 1, r], i.e., g,(c=) = min XE,1,11g3(x), z E {o,e}. It is easy to verify that 
c, = J’ro/2 and c, = l/2 + J;2/2--1/4. Observe that the function g=(x) is 
nondecreasing for x 2 cz, z E {o,e}. Then g_(c,) 5 gz I gz(rczl) I g,(c, + l), 
z E {o,e}. Hence we obtain Jm I g,* I dm2/2-1/2 + l/(1 + $Jm) 
for odd m and Jm2/2-1 I g: 5 J;n2/2-1 + l/( 1 + 4 Jm2/2-1) for even m. In 
consequence, we have g$ = m/G + 0(1/m), z E (0, e]. 0 
Appendix B: Proof of Lemma 2.1, [l l] 
Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that 11’ = (1,2, . . , n). For fixed, t, t E T, 
define coefficients a, = ai/(2t), i = 1, . , r, Bi = bi/(2t), i = r + 2, . , m. Letf= 1 {j E J: 
wj I O>l. Then from (2), we have 
031) 
i$12iPij > +g2fiiPij> j =.f+ l3 ...,II. U-32) 
Consider two alternative cases: U, <f and f< U, (see (1) for the u definition). 
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Case 1: u, 5.f: At first we prove that for every 
1 I c’ I r, 0 I w I min{u,,u,+, - l}, we have 
pair of such integers u, w that 
C C Pij + 1 1 Pij s (.C!O(~) - l)C*. (B3) 
i=lj=1 i=*+2j=u,_ I 
Using (B 1) for j = 1, 2, . , w I u, <f and a machine-based bound Cy’ 1 pij 5 C* for 
i= 1,2, . . . ,v, we obtain 
iZ, j$lPij = f i @iPij + i i t1 - ai)Pij 
j=li=1 j=li=l 
I f i IRipij + i i max{l - ~i,O}pij 
j=l i=r+Z j=l izzl 
I i=~+2max{~j,l} i pij+ C*i max{l - Xi,O}. 
j=l i=l 
(B4) 
It can be verified that 
m 
C max{l - Xi,O) + 2 max(Pi, l> = go(t) - 1. (B5) 
i=l i=r+2 
Note next that xyzr+2 Crlu,_,Pij 5 C~=.+2C71u,_, max{fii, l}pij. Moreover, since 
w < &+1 then EYE 1 pij + ~~~,, ,pij 5 C* for any i = Y + 2, . , m. Hence and from 
(B4), applying equality (B5), we obtain (B3). 
Next, consider two alternative cases u, < u,+r and u, = u,+ 1. If u, < u,+r then 
using a machine-based bound cy’_=:p,+ l.j I C*, we have 
Cp= i z pij+U~LPr+l,j+ f 2 Pij 
i=l j=urm, j=u, i=r+2 j=u,-1 
i Pij. Fw 
i=l jzz1 i=r+2 j=u,_ I 
Hence and from (B3) for v = r, w = u, = min {uI, u,+ 1 - 11, we obtain Cp < gO(t)C* 
and consequently Cp/C* I go*. If IA, = IL,+ 1 let d be the smallest integer so that 
ud = Urfl. Then using a job-based bound C~~~piu,.+, I C*, we have 
d-l ut ud-I r+1 
Cp = 1 1 Pij + C Pdj + C Pita,+ 1 + f ,?_ Pij 
i=l j=u,_, j=ud_ 1 i=d i=r+2 j=u,_, 
d ud-1 
I 1 C pij + C* + i $J pij. 
i=l j=l i=r+2 j=u,_, 
Hence and from (B3) for L’ = d, w = ud - 1 = min{u,,u,+l - l}, we obtain 
Cp _< gO(t)C*, which completes the proof in the case of u, <f: 
Case 2: f < u,. This case can be proved similarly using (B2) instead of (Bl). 0 
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Appendix C: Proof of Lemma 2.2 
Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that ?I’ = (1,2, . . . , n). For fixed t, t E T, 
define coefficients C(i = Ui/(2t - l), i = 1, . . . ,r, /?i = bi/‘(2t - l), i = r + 1, . . . ,m. Note 
that we have symmetry in C(~ and Bi, ~l~_~=/$+~+~, i=O,...,r- 1. Letf- l{j~J: 
Wj 5 O}l. Then from (2) , we obtain 
i$lriPij~i=~+IPiPij- j=1,2,-..tf, (Cl) 
i$lziPij>i=$IPiPij, j=f+ 13...,n. V2) 
Let ~1 2 1 be the smallest integer satisfying uP = u, and let v < m be the greatest 
integer satisfying u,- 1 = u, (see (1) for the u definition). It is quite obvious that 
1 I ,U I r, r + 1 2 v I m and ni = u,., i=,~,p+l,..., v-l.Moreover,if,~#lthen 
uP-i < uP and if v # m then u,_~ < u,. 
Consider two alternative cases: U, <f and f < u,. 
Case 1: U, <f: The proof consists of two parts; to be proved in the first part are 
certain upper bounds on two auxiliary values E&V) and F(p, v), while the inequality 
from Lemma 2.2 will be proved in the second part. 
E(p, v) is defined as follows 
E(,U,V) = i maxjl -Hi,O) + “il /?I + f maX{Pi,l} 
i=l i=r+l i=v 
It will be proved that 
E(P> v) I 
Se(t) - (1 - %I, ifp<r or v>r+l: 
Ye(t), otherwise. 
(C3) 
If p = r and v = r + 1 then it can be verified that 
E(r,r + 1) = i max{l--ai,O>+ f max(/3,,lj=t+s= Se(f). 
i=l i=r+l 
Note that 0 < flr+l = a, = 1/(2t - 1) I 1. If ,U < r, we have E&v) < E(r - 1,r + 1) 
=E(r,r+l)-max{l-cc,,O}=g,(t)-(l-a,). Next, if v>r+l, we have 
E(c(,v) I E(r,r + 2) = E(r,r + 1) - max{flI+r, lf + A+r = g&) - (1 - a,). Then, we 
obtain (C3). 
The second auxiliary value F(p, v) is defined as follows 
F(P, v) = pPUrmin(Q,, l} + i Pill, + “Cl (1 - PiIPiu, 
i=p+l i=r+ 1 
m 
+ mini1 - PY30}pYU,. - 1 maX{Pi, l)p,_. 
i=v+l 
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Next it will be shown that 
if p<r or v>r+l, 
F(p,v) I \ I ;c*, otherwise. 
Note, that 
F(P3 V) I F(P~ v, - i k&iPitd,. + 
i=p 
5 i fliPi., 
i=r+l 
= 
c 
min{u,,l} -iuP p 
) vu, + i;$+l(l 
+i:<i(l -kBi)Piur+(min(l 
+f max{bi, 1) Piu, 
i=r,+l ( 
ibi- 
1 
5 
( 
min{a,, l> -itxg 
) 
p 
flu, + i;;:,(l 
+ min{P,,l} - fB. 
! 
pyU,. 
- 
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(C4) 
1 
- -%i 
2 J 
Piu, 
1 
- j cI, 
1 
Piu, 
w 
The first inequality arises from (Cl) for j = U, <f: The second inequality uses the facts 
that 8, 2 TV, i = p + l,...,r, Pi2PI+1=Mr, i=r+ l,...,V-l and 
fBi - tllaX(fii, l} I 0, i = V + 1, . . . , m. Further considerations use a job-based bound 
Cy,,piu, I C*. If ,u < r or v > r + 1, then applying the inequality min{x, l} - ix 5 
1 - fx < 1 - f~,, for x E {a,, p,}, we obtain (C4) immediately from (C5). If p = r and 
v = r + 1, we obtain from (C5) F&v) I (min{a,, l} - $~,)(p,,~ + P~+~,+) I ~u*C* 
which completes the proof of (C4). 
Now, the essential part of the proof will be carried out. From the definition of ,u, 
v and from (Cl)forj= l,...,uI- 1 <A we have 
P !A-1 a u,-1 
cp 5 C 1 cciPij + 1 1 t1 - ai)Pij + i Piu, + f i Pij 
i=l j=l i=l j=l i=p i=v j=u,+l 
P lb-1 
s 1 1 t1 - %i)Pij + i Pitt, + f 
ur- 1 
C fiipij + t f: pij. 
i=l j=l i=fl i=r+l j=l i=vj=u,+l 
Next, employing inequalities 1 - cli I max (1 - xi, 0}, i = 1, , p, pi I max {pi, I}, 
2 = v,..., m, 1 Imax{pi,l}, i=v ,..., m,weobtain 
!I ur-1 
Cp 5 1 C maxi1 - cxi,o}Pij + P~Lu, + i Piu, 
i=l j=l i=p+l 
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v-1 lir- 1 ur- 1 
+ C 
i 
Pi+ + 1 BiPij 1 + fLu, + 1 max{BV, l)pVj i=r+l j=l j=l 
+ i max(p. 1’ \S IPvj + f maX{pi, l} “‘ilpij + i pij 
j=u,+ 1 i=e+l ( j= 1 j=u,+ 1 1 
Since 0 I xrI:rnax{ 1 - Y~,O}P~~,., then 
cp 5 5. 5 max{l - ui,“jPij + (1 - maxfl - ~r,O})~,,r + i piu, 
i=l j=l i=p+l 
v-1 U,. Y - 1 
+ C 1 BiPij + C (1 - pi)piu,. + i maxUL l}p,j 
i=r+l j=l i=r+ 1 j=l 
+ (1 - max{LL l})pYUr + f max{&, 1) i pij 
i=s+l j=l 
- i=F+l 
max{Di, l}Pi+ 
Finally, applying the machine-based bounds c?l 1 pij I C*, i = 1, . , ,LL, CTz 1 pij I C*, 
i=r+ l,..., V, CJn=lpij I C*, i = 11 , . . . ,m, and the definition of E(,u, v), F(p, v), we 
have Cp I E(p, v)C* + F(p, 1~). From (C3) and (C4) it follows that Cp I (y,(t) 
+ fa,)C* = (y,(t) + 1/(2(2t - l)))C*. Putting t = rt:l, and employing Property we 
obtain inequality from Lemma 2.2, which completes the proof in the case of u <f: 
Case 2: f < u,. This case can be proved similarly using (C2) instead of (Cl). 0 
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